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Department of Journalism and Mass Communication 
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Daffodil International University 

 

Subject: Submission of internship report. 

Dear Sir, 
This is my pleasure to submit my internship report on “Understanding Feature 

Journalism:My working Experience at The Daily Shomokal Bangladesh”. It 

was a great opportunity for me to acquire knowledge and experience in respect one 

of the renowned main stream National Daily News Paper. I believe that the 

knowledge and experience I have gathered during my internship period will 

immensely help me in my professional life. 

 

I have concentrated my best efforts to achieve the objectives of the practical 

orientation and hope that my endeavor will serve the purpose. However, I will 

always be happy to welcome any further clarification that you may require. 

Sincerely yours, 
 

 

 

 

………………………. 
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Abstract 

Introduction 

1. Description of the Internship 

An internship is an opportunity to gather experience  practically  from any institution or 

organization so that one can be prepared for working professionally in different arena of 

his/her career.Internship is a supervised career-related work experience.This is just a way  

of  training the students to get prepared for facing the upcoming challenging task in the 

future. It provides the students a great deal of knowledge and prospect.Following that he 

chooses  his/her future profession to be and has glarge scale of opportunity to abstain 

from upcoming mistake in further future career.. 

1.1 Importance of Internship 

 

❖ Student can get enormous learning about himself/ herself by the dint of Internship. 
Throughout the entire internship journey, students can achieve visuality on his/her strengths, 

weaknesses, and  self- interests.  He/ she can form the sharp  idea of where he is comfortable or 

how high or low is his capability of working. 

❖ Internships ennoble  Student’s resume. 
Every Organization gives every intern a certificate that promotes and mark up the value of  a 

resume after working three months internship. 

 

❖ Internships helps student to be comfortably confident in any interview.   
Internship experience facilitates students to overcome the interview obstacle  also. It boosts up 

students confident so immensely that student will feel easygoing and free before the interview 

board. 

❖ Internships enhance Students professional confidence.   
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By interning, student can encounter and overcome the “fear of the unknown”. They are working 

in a totally professional atmosphere that can bring professional confidence. 

❖ Internships flourish student’s communication skills.  Job candidates always are required 

to have  strong communication skills. Internship provide professional environment and 

surroundings  of working. So that students get ensured who to gain many opportunities to 

become a better communicator. 

❖  Internships expand student’s professional network.   

Now a Days almost every jobs are filled through personal contacts and personal 

networkings.  Through an internship, Intern will meet lots of new people, each of them could 

help a student to get a full-time job after completing Internship. 

❖ Internships help student’s to assemble professional references. 

 By doing impressively great work in your internship, you can catch the eyes of bosses and 

generate a group of people willing to endorse you to potentially hired persons in the future. 

❖ Internships help student’ to be aware about behind-the-scenes.  Through an internship, 

you get a chance to learn what it is actually to work in a company, in an industry, and in 

various job functions. 

 

❖ Internships help students to develop better work practice.  Through an internship, you 

will learn how to manage tasks/projects and learn how to carry yourself in a professional 

environment.  You can also learn from your colleagues by observing their positive and 

negative work habits.  

This Internship is a part of Bachelor of Social Science in Journalism and Mass 

Communication Program that provides a student both academic and practical training.  

It also provides an on-the-job experience. I have done my Internship at the Daily 

Shomokal Bangladesh in my summer semester. In there I worked as a Feature Writer of 

their Entertainment Supplement Named Nandan(entertainment supplement). Here I 

have learned how to write a good feature and develop day by day.i have written reviews 

on hollywood upcoming movies. How can I make Feature more credible and 

trustworthy to the reader and many things,And also Interview technique, Writing 

editing and choosing best photography for the feature. I Hope this practice will help me 

in future. Now I am confident enough to generate any feature.  
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Though internship gives opportunity to graduate student to achieve the professional 

experience. On the other hand expression of a professional work. The both parties the 

organization and the student need to cooperate with each other. But as a matter of fact 

sometimes both students and organization does not or can’t use their intern or may be 

student does not cooperate because intern is willing activities. Though intern carries 

some number which can increase good grade but in some case lack of collective occurs 

in the terms of intern. It can be said, most of the times organization did not manage the 

intern. 

Journalism is such a broad field of study. After doing that Internship I found that I need to learn 

many things. I need to practice writing every day. I guess regular practice of writing will be 

helpful for me to be a better writer as well as better journalist. That’s why I choose As a worker 

of feature writing.   

I was a Feature Journalist intern at the Daily Shomokal Bangladesh. I interned in feature 

department there I worked with Feature Head, sub editor of Entertainment magazine. My duties 

included Writing Feature, Bring new Item for feature, Making plan for the page, Always look 

after upcoming international movies going to release in upcoming times and collect related 

informations about those films  

I loved what I did and am pursuing a job in that field.  I am loyal to my work. My biggest 

challenge was that choosing the issue and do research for that. Also I did not have any ID card or 

desk. I did all my work by the help of my laptop.  I went many places to take interview and 

photograph these things really excite me a lot. 

 

 

I didn’t have much opportunity the other intern has. But I am satisfied with my work. 

The Main Focus of Shomokal Bangladesh they wanted to build a positive nation so that 

they like to practice journalist ethics and practice not to sell bad news. 

. 
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 2. about The Daily ShomokalBangldesh 

Daily Shomokal Bangladesh is printed mainstream Bengali newspaper which carries news views 

and advertisement.It started it’s journey on 31 may 2005,as of 2007,the circulation of 

Samakalosarounf 200,000 Shomokal Bangladesh owned By Times media limited, Ha-Meem 

group. Shomokal Bangladesh is twelve pages. Like other newspaper Alokito Bangladesh have 

many things common amdShomokal  Bangladesh Covers many weekly   

 

supplement like Entertainment Nandan, And Like every other newspaper 

AlokitoBangladehProvies National news, International News, Sports news, Entertainment News, 

Editorial, Health News, Study Practice, Business News, and Number of Advertisement every 

day.  

They tried to give readers good news, positive news. And something that can encourage youth to 

build positive Bangladesh. 

 

The Press is a quasi-public agency because the founder of its freedom created it for the public 

purpose- as a substitute of revolution it is an instrument of democracy to produce reform by 

methods of peace instead of force. The press has even greater responsibilities than the President, 

the Congress or the Judiciary. *(Social Responsibilities of Newspaper BY RICHARD 

J.FINNEGAN)*  

Shomokal Bangladesh served their responsibilities by conveying Non-bias news and attending 

different social activates towards Bangladesh. Shomokal Bangladesh never compromise with 

honesty, neutrality and non-biasness. Shomokal Bangladesh won’t bow down any Power and 

they will keep telling what is Black to Black and white to white. Shomokal Bangladesh believe  

lot of  press media emerged in very day but they will always take a good care of their quality so 

that people can really a have a medium to express their voice  
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2.1 ADDRESS 

Daily Shomokal Bangladesh, a project under Times media Limited at 136 Tejgaon industrial 

area,Dhaka-1208Dhaka,Bangladesh. 

 

2.2. Company Logo 
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2.3 Tagline 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4 Main Focus (in bullet points) 

❖ Creating a learning society of educated and enlightened people 

❖ .To focus Bangladesh’s positive image among the people locally and globally( through 

Online Edition) 

❖ To encourage people in contributing in national development 

❖ To assist the fullfillment of the readers need through rading  neutral Bengali Daily 

❖ To be  acquire an esteemed position of competitive advantages among other Bengali 

newspapers in Bangladesh. 

❖ Educate and enlighten the people of the community to build a nation wide  through 

positive bangladesh highlighted to the public.  

❖ People contribute to national development. 

2.5Target people 

Target people (Readres) are mainly from city, rural and and industrial community, civil society, 

teachers & students of public and private universities/colleges, passengers(surface,river and air), 

Govt&Private offices religious community, sports lovers, advertisement stakeholders. 
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2.6 Readers Coverages 

▪ Current Readers coverages is about 5.0 Lac per day for broadsheet newspaper. We 

assume that 5 people in one household on average readers of Shomokal Bangladesh in 

dhaka and other districts. 

 

 

 

2.7 Main Activities/Dimensions/Interventions 

➢ To promote non-partisan news and views to public from neutral point of view 

➢ To promote social development, human values and change the traditional attitude of 

greater mass by creating a reading habit. 

➢ To exchange information thereby creating consciousness of national development and an 

enlightened society 

➢ To always remains vigil in giving latest news and information in a brief from as far as 

practicable 

➢ To dedicate certain pages or space or interact with newly literate segment of the society 

 

2.9 Major Achievement 

➔ We all know that the readers are the main stakeholders of the newspaper industry in the 

today’s competitive market in Bangladesh. From circulation point of view, we have 

known the different Hawkers Union in Dhaka that the alokito Bangladesh has been 

ranked as number 3rd in Dhaka city and 3rd/4th in other cities including rural areas. To 

sustain in the competitive advantages position the management of the alokito Bangladesh 

has been continuously striving to improve the contents on news, features, education, 

sports editorial, religion business health and technology .Side by side the advertisement 

and circulation procedures of the paper are also refining through installation of standard 

software. 
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2.10 Impact on the life of target people 

Media such as newspaper and television are considered to be an irrefutable part in our life. First 

and foremost, news helps us to update our knowledge. It includes information about local and 

international affairs, natural calamities, and weather changes communicable disease and so on.  

All these information can have a great influence on everyone’s life.in addition to this, 

information related to crimes accidents, fire etc. Published in the paper helps the people to get a 

better insight of its ill-effects and thereby reduce the further occurrence of such misfortune to a 

great extant. For example, the highlighted news of road accidents alerts us to take appropriate 

measures to reduce the rate of such incidents in future A newspaper as a product can satisfy the 

need for getting the information that helps in decision-making process of the social and family 

life in Bangladesh. 

Like all newspaper, the Shomokal Bangladesh also keeps the people informed about the activates 

of the government, political parties and leaders, criticizes the politics and action of the 

government or the political parties in a fair way. It describes the economic policies of the 

government, import and export policies, plans for future economic development and analysis the 

prices of different commodities and so on. 
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2.12Shomokal Bangladesh has the following strengths: 

⇨ Prominent and well respected Board of directors 

⇨ Well experienced and skilled journalist 

⇨ Committed staff members 

⇨ Genuine news are published 

⇨ Gratify to meet the need of all sector of reader 

⇨ Creating new dimension of neutrality among the current and prospective readers 

⇨ Shortly acquired a good position among all the Bengali dailies in Bangladesh 

⇨ The number of advertisement is higher than in other contemporary newspaper 
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3. 

       MY EXPERIENCES THROUGHOUT 

WORKING AT THE DAILY SHOMOKAL WAS 

REALLY FANTASTIC .IT MADE ME LEARN 

NEW TECHNIQUES OF WRITING AND TO 

KNOW HOW TO APPLY THEM ON FEATURE 

WRITING PERFECTLY. 

THE GLIMPSE OF MY WORKS ARE SHOWN 

IN THE NEXT PAGES. 
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4. CONCLUSION/LEARNINGS 

 

    IT WAS SUCH AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE TO BE A PART OF SHAMAKAL AS AN 

INTERN AND THAT MADE ME CAPABLE OF WRITE A GOOD FEATURE IN 

FUTURE.THIS EXPERIENCE OF WORKING HERE WILL HELP ME TO BUILD UP MY 

CAREER.THE 3 MONTHS OF LEARNING OF ANY INTERN WORKS AS THEIR 

STRENTH TO OVERCOME THE FURTHER FEAR OF GETTING INTO ANY JOB.SO AS 

AN INTERN MY 3 MONTHS OF WORKING AT NANDAN WILL BE A STRENTH OF 

MINE.IT TAUGHT ME SO MANY NEW THINGS WHICH I NEVER EXPERIENCED IN 

PREVIOUS TIME.THE USE OF LANGUAGE AND VOCABULARY,COLLECTION OF 

INFORMATION WERE THE SIGNIFICENT ONES. 

 


